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TE 1000

Potatoes
Beetroot

Carrots
Maize
Wood

...



Trans Express 1000

The Trans-eXpress TE 1000 allows you to transfer everything that can't pass through an auger.
The possibilities are countless:  wood chips, silage, whole corn cobs, beetroot, and much more besides.
For removal by lorry, the produce harvested with a trailer has to be emptied on to the ground and then reloaded 
with a telescopic handler.  Besides the significant waste of time, this operation requires a concrete platform, with 
the additional risk of loading stones and other foreign matter.
The advantages of this system will be attractive not only for cooperatives, but also for contractors and farmers.

TE 1000

3.55 m

2.40 m

2.55 m

4.10 m to 5.00 m

3.30 m³

900 mm

1 000 mm

Yes

25 km/h

Op�on

Specifica�ons

Hopper length

Overall width

Height (conveyor folded)

Discharge height

Hopper capacity

Width of bo�om conveyor

Width of discharge conveyor

Tyres 340/55 x 16

Crawbar without uncoupling

Sidewall risers

Roadworthy approval

+ 3.00 m³

Untangling screw

With a built-in hydraulic unit, independent motors for the conveyor, 
possibility of varying the speed between the two.



Time savings, improved produc�vity, improved compe��veness, ... the advantages of the PERARD Trans-eXpress are numerous!

· External control of all the hydraulic functions
· Variable-angle elevator conveyor with cross bars (4.10m to 5.00m)
· Hydraulic belt folding
· Independent regulation of the belts' rotation speeds
· Standardised lighting (farm configuration)

The limited access of lorries to harvesting or crushing areas means that the produce must be taken to the roadside. 
The transfer times are made significantly longer and the produce is often soiled before being removed. Thanks to 
the Trans-eXpress TE 1000, simple trailers ensure the transfer between the harvesting machines and the lorries, 
thus making it possible to work continuously without stopping the machine.

Maize, wood chips, vegetables, the multi-service transfer 
hopper

The Trans-eXpress TE 1000, the ideal tool for linking the 
harvest to the logistics

Non-stop harvesting, while cutting your transport costs

No longer any need for standby platforms or loaders, no 
more external contamination

· 1-metre wide discharge belt with hydraulic tension.
· Front and rear stabiliser stands.
· Hydraulic unit driven by power take-off.
· Anti-impact side guard. 
· Removable anti-overflow sides.
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The Trans-eXpress TE 1000 allows you to work better, the trailers coming out of the fields no longer go 
on the road. No more mud on the roads, no risk of getting bogged down, deteriorating farm tracks or 
causing accidents. The lorries can carry a greater volume, faster and more cheaply than farm tractors. 
The crushing mill, forage harvester or lifter can work non-stop.

General drive by the hydraulic unit driven by the power take-off – Power required: 80 HP minimum

Time savings, improved produc�vity, improved compe��veness, ... the advantages of the PERARD Trans-eXpress are numerous!


